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ABSTRACT
Full-waveform inversion suffers from local minima, due to a lack of low frequencies
in data. A reflector below the zone of interest may, however, help in recovering the
long-wavelength components of a velocity perturbation, as demonstrated in a paper
by Mora. With the Born approximation for a perturbation in a reference model
consisting in two homogeneous isotropic acoustic half-spaces and the assumption
of infinitely large apertures available in the data, analytic expressions can be found
that describe the spatial spectrum of the recorded seismic signal as a function of the
spatial spectrum of the inhomogeneity. Diving waves can be included if the deeper
part of the homogeneous model is replaced by one that has a vertical velocity gradient.
We study this spectrum in more detail by separately considering scattering of direct,
reflected and head waves, as well as singly and multiply reflected diving waves for a
gradient model. Taking the reflection coefficient of the deeper reflector into account,
we obtain sensitivity estimates for each wavetype. Although the head waves have
a relatively small contribution to the reconstruction of the velocity perturbation,
compared to the other waves, they contain reliable long-wavelength information that
can be beneficial for full-waveform inversion. If the deeper part has a constant positive
velocity gradient with depth, all the energy eventually returns to the source-receiver
line, given a sufficiently large acquisition aperture. This will improve the sensitivity
of the scattered reflected and refracted wavefields to perturbations in the background
model. The same happens for a zero velocity gradient but with a very high impedance
contrast between the two half-spaces, which results in a large reflection coefficient.
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1 INTRODUCTI ON

Full-waveform inversion (FWI) provides more detailed infor-
mation about physical parameters of the Earth than ray-based
methods do but the question still remains whether this infor-
mation is reliable and which types of waves contribute to the
inversion result. A well-known drawback of FWI that leads to
erroneous inversion results is the occurrence of local minima
in the misfit functional. Bunks et al. (1995) showed that the
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availability of low frequencies in recorded data should im-
prove the smoothness of the misfit functional and reduce the
risk of ending up in a local minimum. In practice, the required
low frequencies are usually absent from the data but diving-
wave tomography (Woodward and Rocca 1988; Pratt et al.

1996) can still recover the large-scale structure of the velocity
model if the initial velocity model is sufficiently close to the
true model.

Mora (1989) wondered if a reflector below the zone of
interest would help full-waveform inversion to converge to
the proper solution. He assumed a model consisting in two
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half-spaces with constant velocities and examined the recon-
struction of a perturbation in the shallower one. Sources and
receivers were located above the perturbation and the reflector
and a velocity jump between the half-spaces was located be-
low the perturbation. The perturbation causes scattering of the
incoming wavefield from the sources but is also illuminated
from below by waves that reflect from the boundary between
the two constant-velocity half-space, which are transmitted
and forward scattered through the perturbation towards the
receivers. In this setting, Mora found that, in principle, FWI
should be able to recover the long-wavelength structure of a
velocity model by exploiting both the backward and forward
scattered waves. The scattered reflected waves improve the
illumination of the velocity perturbation and provide long-
wavelength information that is absent if only backscattered
waves in the shallower half-space are considered. In Mora’s
analysis, the depth of the reflector below the perturbation need
not be known, since it can be reconstructed by migration in
the first FWI iteration if the velocity in the top layer is known.

Here, we generalize Mora’s model by adding a gradient
to the velocity of the deeper layer. Also, we extend his analysis
by separately analysing the pure reflections, refracted or head
waves (Červený and Ravindra 1971) and diving waves. We
then perform a sensitivity analysis to assess the contribution
of refracted, reflected and diving waves to the long-wavelength
part of the reconstructed velocity perturbation.

Section 2 contains a description of the 2D solution for
two homogeneous half-spaces as well as for a homogeneous
shallow layer and a deeper layer with a positive, constant
velocity gradient. With a reflecting interface between the
constant-velocity and gradient layers, the diving waves can
propagate down into the gradient layer, return to the inter-
face and be transmitted to the surface or be reflected back into
the gradient layer once or several times. We will refer to the
latter as ‘multiple’ diving waves. Traveltime modelling shows
that, for a reflecting interface between a shallow constant-
velocity layer and a deeper half-space with a velocity gradi-
ent, the distinction between the traveltimes of the refracted
waves and ‘multiple’ diving waves is small. Their combined
amplitude is much larger than in the case of a homogeneous
deeper half-space model, because for an infinite acquisition
and infinite recording time, the gradient layer will cause all
energy to eventually return to the source-receiver line.

Section 3 describes the inverse problem of estimating
a velocity perturbation in a shallow half-space, illuminated
by reflected and refracted waves and also by diving waves
in case of a deeper gradient model. A sensitivity analysis is
presented in section 4, assuming an infinite source and re-

ceiver aperture and the main conclusions are summarized in
section 5.

2 T HE FORWARD PROBLEM

We consider a 2D constant-density acoustic wave equation.
The pressure p̂(r, t) as a function of position r and time t

should obey

1
v2

∂2 p̂
∂t2

− � p̂ = f̂ (r − r0, t), (1)

with velocity v(r) and source function f̂ (r − r0, t). The as-
sumption of a horizontally layered velocity model, v(z) and
Fourier transformations in time and in the horizontal coordi-
nate, x,

p̂(r, t) =
∫ ∫

e−iωteiks x p̃(kx, z, ω) dx dt, (2)

lead to the 1D Helmholtz equation,[
− ω2

v2(z)
+ k2

x − ∂2

∂z2

]
p̃(kx, z, ω) = f̃ (kx, z − z0, x0, ω), (3)

with the transformed pressure, p̃(kx, z, ω), depending on the
horizontal wavenumber kx, depth z and angular frequency ω.

In any local domain where the velocity is constant and the
source function equals zero, a solution of equation (3) is a lin-
ear combination of two exponentials, exp(±i z

√
(ω/v)2 − k2

x),
corresponding to upgoing and downgoing wavefields. We
need this representation of the wavefield to obtain results in
a closed form for the inverse problem in section 3. Also, the
velocity in the region where we want to invert for a perturba-
tion in the velocity model should be locally constant. Outside
this region, the velocity may vary. Examples of suitable back-
ground velocity profiles are shown in Fig. 1.

Wolf (1937) was the first geophysicist to derive and anal-
yse the reflection coefficient for model no. 4, a transition layer
in which the velocity varies linearly with depth but only for
plane waves at normal incidence. For model no. 5 and plane
waves at oblique incidence, the problem was solved analyt-
ically by Gupta (1965). More general results for this prob-
lem and for model no. 6 can be found in the work of Wad-
hwa (1971), including an analytical asymptotic solution for
a point source. Unfortunately, the analytical expressions for
the reflection coefficients are so complicated that the analy-
sis, still continuing today (Liner and Bodmann 2010), is often
restricted to normal incidence.

To obtain a better understanding of FWI while having
closed-form expression, we have to consider oblique angles
of incidence. For the inversion result, we also need a velocity
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Figure 1 A set of velocity background models that can be of interest
for analysing full-waveform inversion.
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Figure 2 (a) Wavepaths from a source to a receiver in a model with
two acoustic half-spaces. The shallower half-space, where the source
and receiver are located, has a constant velocity v0 and the deeper
half-space a velocity v1. Direct waves (solid lines) and reflected waves
(dashed lines) occur for all offsets. The reflection from the source to
receiver B is called overcritical or total reflection. Head waves (dash-
dotted lines) are present for angles of incidence beyond the critical
angle. (b) Additional wavepaths from the source to receiver occur
when the deeper half-space has a linear velocity profile of the form
v1 + αz, with α > 0. The shallower half-space still has a velocity v0.
Standard diving waves (solid lines) appear together with ‘multiple’
diving waves (dashed lines), reflected once or several times from the
interface. The wavetypes in (a) are present as well but have not been
drawn. Note that the ‘multiple’ diving waves start to resemble head
waves when the number of reflections tends to infinity.
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Figure 3 Head waves for two homogeneous half-spaces, with veloc-
ities of 1 km/s in the shallow and 2 km/s in the deeper part and an
interface at 500-m depth, have their amplitudes decaying with offset.
The direct wave is strongly clipped.
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Figure 4 The superposition of head waves and diving waves, when
the deeper medium has a velocity gradient of 0.5 s−1, has amplitudes
increasing with offset.

perturbation located in the homogeneous part of the model.
For this reason, we discard model no. 1, which has been stud-
ied elsewhere (Pekeris 1946; Kuvshinov and Mulder 2006;
Mulder and Plessix 2008). We only will consider the nos. 0
and 3 as background velocity models, with 2 as the limiting
case of 3 and avoid the more complex models 4–6.

Figure 2 depicts the various types of waves that occur in
model nos. 0 and 3. The seismograms are displayed in Figs 3
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Figure 5 Traveltime curves for direct and reflected waves (black), a
diving wave (red), head wave (blue) and a wave that has been reflected
once at the interface between the shallower and deeper half-space
(green).

and 4, respectively. The first example consists in two half-
spaces, separated by an interface at a depth z1 = 500 m and
velocities v0 = 1 km/s in the shallow and v1 = 2 km/s in the
deeper part. For the second example, the shallow velocity is
the same but the deeper layer has a velocity of the form v(z) =
v1 + α(z − z1), with α = 0.5 s−1. Comparing the seismograms
in Figs 3 and 4, it is evident that the diving waves and ‘multiple’
diving waves cannot be distinguished by time gating from the
head waves for the current, high contrast between the shallow
and deeper layers. At lower contrasts and larger gradients,
diving waves can be separated by their traveltimes but head
waves are still mixed with the higher-order ‘multiple’ diving
waves.

The velocity gradient in the deeper layer causes more
wave energy to return back to the receivers and boosts the
amplitudes of the apparent ‘head’ waves, which are a combi-
nation of true head waves and diving waves from the deeper
layer. Figure 5 shows the traveltimes for head waves, nor-
mal diving waves and a diving ‘multiple’ of first-order as well
as reflected waves for the same example of model no. 3 as
in Figure 4. The traveltime for the diving wave is derived
in Appendix A. For not too large offsets, the traveltimes al-
most coincide and the diving waves boost the amplitude of the
combined waves. We will examine this in more detail next by
considering the reflection coefficient for model nos. 0 and 3.

Reflection coefficients

The solution of the forward problem for two homogeneous
half-spaces with a point source can be found in, for instance,
Brekhovskikh and Godin (1999). In the next section, which
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Figure 6 Reflection coefficient for oblique incidence at an angle θ

in the case of two homogeneous half-spaces with v1/v0 = 2 (green
dotted). For a model with a gradient in the deeper half-space with
v0 = 1 km/s, v1 = 2 km/s and a gradient α = 0.5 s−1 at an angular
frequency ω = 5 Hz, the absolute value (blue dashed) and real part
(red solid) of the reflection coefficient are shown.

will cover the inverse problem of recovering an inhomogeneity
in a shallow homogeneous layer, we only need the reflection
coefficient for the two homogeneous half-spaces as well as for
the problem with a gradient layer in the deeper part.

After a Fourier transformation in time and in the hori-
zontal coordinates, the incident wavefield is

p̃0 = exp(i z
√

k2
0 − k2

x), k0 = ω/v0, (4)

and the reflected one is

p̃1 = C(kx) exp(−i z
√

k2
0 − k2

x). (5)

In the case of two homogeneous half-spaces, α = 0, the re-
flection coefficient is (Brekhovskikh and Godin 1998, p. 21)

C(kx) = 1 − b
1 + b

, b =

√
ω2

v2
1

− k2
x√

k2
0 − k2

x

. (6)

This coefficient is real and has an absolute value increasing
with the angle of incidence up to the critical angle; see the
green curve in Fig. 6. At the critical angle, total reflection starts
to occur and beyond the critical angle, head waves appear.

We can express the reflection coefficient into a term cor-
responding head waves and to pure reflections:

C = Chead + Crefl = − 2b
1 − b2

+ 1 + b2

1 − b2
. (7)
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The first term inherits standard branch points from the full
coefficient. Its integration along the branch cuts in the com-
plex plane near the branch points yields the usual head waves
(Brekhovskikh and Godin 1999, p. 11). The square-roots have
been removed from the second term that now describes the
pure reflections, without the head waves. We use the split
in equation (7) only at overcritical angles, where b is purely
imaginary. The coefficients then satisfy the energy relation
|C|2 = |Chead|2 + |Crefl|2, with purely imaginary Chead and real-
valued Crefl. This separation will enable us to estimate the
individual contributions of these two wavetypes later on.

For a positive gradient in the deeper half-space, the veloc-
ity is v(z) = v1 + α(z − z1) with α > 0 and the diving waves in
the gradient layer obey (Kuvshinov and Mulder 2006)

p̃2 = W(kx)
√

z̃ Kν (kxz̃) , z̃ = z − z1 + v1/α, (8)

where ν = i
√

(ω/α)2 − 1/4. Kν is the Macdonald or modified
Bessel function of the second kind and W(kx) is the ampli-
tude. Continuity of pressure and displacement at the interface
implies p̃0 + p̃1 = p̃2 and ∂( p̃0 + p̃1)/∂z = ∂ p̃2/∂z at z = z1,
leading to the reflection and transmission coefficients

C(kx) = 1 − b
1 + b

, W(kx) = 2
(1 + b)

√
v1/α Kν(ξ )

, (9)

with

b = α

iv1

√
k2

0 − k2
x

(
1
2

+ ξ K ′
ν(ξ )

Kν(ξ )

)
, (10)

= α

iv1

√
k2

0 − k2
x

(
1
2

+ ν − ξ Kν+1(ξ )
Kν(ξ )

)
(11)

and ξ = kxv1/α. The modified Bessel function Kν(x) for a
purely imaginary order ν is real for any x > 0 and its derivative
with respect to x is also real (Dunster 1990). Therefore, the
denominator in equation (9) equals the numerator’s complex
conjugate if |kx| < |k0|, as can be seen from equation (10),
implying that |C(kx)| = 1.

Figure 6 shows graphs of the reflection coefficient for
the two model nos. 0 and 3. The reflection angle θ follows
from sin θ = kx/k0. The contribution to the absolute value of
the wavefield amplitude from the diving waves is defined by
the difference between the blue dashed curve and the green
dotted curve. For |kx| > |k0|, the waves decay exponentially
with distance from the deeper half-space and will therefore
not be considered.

3 INVERS ION

The aim of our work is to investigate the effect of head and
diving waves on the inversion result. The Born approximation
(Bleistein, Cohen and Stockwell 2001) is used for the scattered
field δu as a function of frequency for a point source at xs and
receiver at xr and at the same depth zs = zr :

δu(xs, xg) = fω

∫
k2

0G(xs, r)δW(r)G(xg, r)dr. (12)

Here, δW(r) = δ(1/v2(r))
1/v2(r)

� −2δv

v
is a small, relative perturbation

of the background squared slowness. The Green’s functions
from the source or receiver to the point r are G(xs, r) and
G(xg, r), respectively. We assume the wavelet fω at frequency
ω to be the same for all sources. Since we will only consider
a single frequency later on, we drop this factor. After Fourier
transformations in the horizontal coordinates of sources and
receivers, the wavefield perturbation is given by

δũ(ks, kg) =
∫

k2
0δW̃(r)G̃(ks, r)G̃(kg, r)dr. (13)

Now, G̃ is the Green’s function for the background medium
in spectral space, or a Fourier transform of the standard
frequency-domain Green’s function, G. Appendix A provides
explicit expressions for G̃ in the background models 0 and 3.
Using the analytical expression for the Green’s function of the
background medium provided in Appendix B, a linear rela-
tion between the full-wavefield perturbation spatial spectrum
and the inhomogeneity spatial spectrum is obtained:

δũ(ks, kg) ∼ δW̃(s+ + g+) + C(kg)δW̃(s+ + g−)

+C(ks)δW̃(s− + g+) + C(ks)C(kg)δW̃(s− + g−). (14)

Here δW̃(K) = ∫
δW(r)ei(K·r)dr is a typical 2D Fourier

transform of the squared slowness perturbation, where K =
(Kx, Kz)T is a vector in the spatial Fourier domain. C(ks)
and C(kg) are the reflection coefficients for the respective
monochromatic plane waves from the boundary between the
half-spaces. The first term corresponds to the combination
of waves that go directly from the source to the perturbation
and from the perturbation to a geophone. Its inverse represents
migration in a homogeneous background. Similarly, inversion
of the second and third term corresponds to reflection tomog-
raphy and the fourth term to migration of scattered waves
coming from the deeper reflector (Mora 1989). The details of
the derivation for formula (14) can be found in Appendix B,
resulting in equation (B7). The vectors are defined as

s± =
(

ks

∓γs

)
, g± =

(
kg

∓γg

)
, (15)
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Figure 7 (a) Source and receiver wavepaths through the centre of
the scatterer, described by the vectors s± and g±. (b) The system of
coordinates in which we perform spatial Fourier transformations of
data and perturbation.

and the roots are γs =
√

k2
0 − k2

s and γg =
√

k2
0 − k2

g with
k0 = ω/v0. Both are positive in the domain of interest by def-
inition. We should mention that, due to the downward direc-
tion of the z-axis, the positive direction in the Fourier space is
downwards, so when, for instance, s+ and g+ point upwards,
they have negative vertical components. Figure 7 shows typical
directions of source and receiver wavepaths passing through
the centre of the inhomogeneity.

Equation (14) depends linearly on the spatial Fourier
transform of the squared slowness perturbation. We should
emphasize that this special linear dependence holds for wave-
fields in a homogeneous medium, enabling a straight-forward
decomposition into monochromatic plane waves. If a pertur-
bation is placed in a region with a varying velocity, the simple
relation between the spectrum of the perturbation and the
wavefields is lost.

We are able to construct points Ki in the inhomogeneity
spectrum that have an influence on the spectral amplitude
for each point (ks, kg) in the wavefield spectrum, according to
equation (14). These points are defined by

K1 = s+ + g+, K4 = s− + g−, (16)

K2 = s+ + g−, K3 = s− + g+. (17)

Formula (16) defines the component of the perturbation that
can be recovered by migration, whereas equation (17) con-
tains components recoverable by tomography based on re-
flected waves. Although there are four points in the pertur-
bation spectrum related to one in the wavefield spectrum, the
inverse transformation is unique. For the computations in the
next section 4, we need to know the inverse transformation,
meaning we should express (ks, kg) in terms of K = (Kx, Kz)T.
Because the right-hand side of equation (14) is symmetric in

the pairs (ks, kg) and (kg, ks), we do not have to distinguish
between them. In Appendix B, we prove that there is a unique
pair (ks, kg) for each K, up to transposition of ks and kg.

Equation (14) will be used in the next section to calculate
the perturbation of the full wavefields in models 0 and 3 as
well as the perturbations of the wavefields that correspond to
the reflections δũrefl and refractions or head waves δũhead, as
defined in equation (7). For the head waves, we have

δũhead(ks, kg) ∼ Chead(kg)δW̃(K2) + Chead(ks)δW̃(K3)

+ Chead(ks)Chead(kg)δW̃(K4). (18)

The right-hand side of equation (18) contains the scattered
field of the reflector, assuming that the perturbation is located
at some distance from the reflector and that the latter only
produces head waves and no pure reflections (we refer to
Appendix C for details). This could be the case if one would
try to only invert for the earlier arrivals (Sheng et al. 2006),
excluding the later reflections and direct waves. For equation
(18) and the similar expression (19) for δũrefl(ks, kg) with only
the reflections, we have

δũrefl(ks, kg) ∼ Crefl(kg)δW̃(K2) + Crefl(ks)δW̃(K3)

+ Crefl(ks)Crefl(kg)δW̃(K4). (19)

Some of the cross terms of C(ks)C(kg), namely Chead(ks)Crefl(kg)
and Crefl(ks)Chead(kg), were neglected. They have neither the
high propagation velocities of refractions nor the large am-
plitudes of reflections, so they only have a small con-
tribution to the inversion result. The cross terms were,
however, retained in the expression for the full-wavefield
perturbation.

4 S PECTRAL SENSITIV IT IES

The relation between the wavefield perturbation spatial spec-
trum and the inhomogeneity spatial spectrum is presented in
the form of sensitivity diagrams. For the perturbation of the
full wavefield, the sensitivity is defined as

Sfull(K) =
∣∣∣∣∂δũ(ks(K), kg(K))

∂δW̃(K)

∣∣∣∣ , (20)

where K equals one of the Ki , i = 1, . . . , 4. If we only consider
the head waves, we obtain

Shead =
∣∣∣∣∂δũhead(ks(K), kg(K))

∂δW̃(K)

∣∣∣∣ . (21)

Because the diagrams depend linearly on the frequency
through K ∝ k0 with k0 = ω/v0, we only have to consider a
single frequency. Figure 8 shows diagrams of the sensitivity
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Figure 8 Sensitivity diagrams for head waves coming from the deeper
half-space and scattered by the perturbation, for various velocity
contrasts.

Figure 9 As Fig. 8 but for reflected waves.

of the head waves to the perturbations in the inhomogeneity
spectrum for three different velocity contrasts of the back-
ground model, using equation (21). For comparison, Fig. 9
corresponds to the sensitivity of pure reflections, given by

Srefl =
∣∣∣∣∂δũrefl(ks(K), kg(K))

∂δW̃(K)

∣∣∣∣ . (22)

Fig. 10 displays diagrams for the sensitivity of the full wave-
field spectrum for the same parameters, using equation (20).
Fig. 11 illustrates the behaviour of the sensitivity at very high
and very low velocity contrasts in the case of two constant-

Figure 10 As Fig. 8 but for the full wavefield.

Figure 11 Spectral sensitivities of the full wavefield to variations in
the perturbation’s spatial spectrum. The top-right panel shows that
the sensitivity approaches 1 inside the circle of radius 2 for high
velocity contrasts (v1/v0 
 1 or v0/v1 
 1). The bottom row shows
sensitivities for intermediate contrasts when v1 < v0.

velocity half-spaces, with the constant-velocity case as a ref-
erence in the left-upper panel. This last picture shows the part
of spectrum that can be recovered if there is no reflector at
all and that can be reconstructed by migration in a homo-
geneous background. The top-right panel of Fig. 11 together
with Fig. 10 shows that the sensitivity approaches unity in the
circle of radius 2 if the half-space has a much higher velocity
than the shallow one. In this case, nearly all energy is reflected.
The low-sensitivity part has an area that is determined by the

C© 2013 European Association of Geoscientists & Engineers, Geophysical Prospecting, 61, 1252–1263
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critical angle of incidence, which becomes smaller when the
velocity in the deeper half-space increases relative to the ve-
locity in the shallower part. For the bottom row of Fig. 11, the
deeper half-space has a lower velocity than the shallow one.
There are no head waves and the shape of the region with
low sensitivity does not depend on the contrast between the
layers. However, contrary to case v1/v0 > 1, neither the shape
nor the area of the low-sensitivity region depend on the con-
trast between the layers, since there is no critical angle in this
case. The low sensitivity increases to a high sensitivity of one
when the velocity ratio v1/v0 decreases to zero, because nearly
all energy is reflected at the interface. In either case, v1/v0 > 1
or v1/v0 < 1, the illumination becomes uniform at a very high
contrast as the reflection coefficient has an amplitude close to
1 for all angles of incidence.

For the model with a positive velocity gradient in the
deeper layer, the absolute value of the reflection coefficient
is always equal to one. It then follows from equations (14)
and (20) that the sensitivity, S3, of the full wavefield in model
no. 3 equals one:

S3 = 1 = Sfull + Sdiving. (23)

Details can be found in Appendix B. Equation (23) defines
Sdiving as the sensitivity of the wavefield that was not available
in model no. 0 and that can be attributed to the diving waves:
Sdiving = S3 − Sfull = 1 − Sfull. As a result, the diving waves will
result in a sensitivity equal to 1 inside the circle of radius 2,
similar to the right-upper diagram of Fig. 11. This will enable
the recovery of the spatial perturbation spectrum that had
a low sensitivity in Fig. 10. However, the area of this low-
sensitivity part of the perturbation spectrum is determined by
the critical angle of incidence at which the absolute value of
the reflection coefficient becomes one. Its area decreases when
the velocity in the deeper half-space increases (v1 > v0).

As the white regions correspond to maximum sensitiv-
ity, the bright arcs in Fig. 8 mark the part of the spectrum
that can be more reliably recovered by head waves than by
reflections. As it turns out, these domains are rather small.
However, despite their small size, they are important because
these domains cannot be reconstructed from pure reflections,
as illustrated by the diagrams in Fig. 9. They contain the
low-vertical wavenumbers of the perturbation, which are im-
portant for velocity model updating with FWI. Also, from
the series of diagrams in Figs 8 and 9, we conclude that the
lower the velocity contrast, the higher is the importance of
head waves for improving the sensitivity to all wavenumbers
of the perturbation. Even at high contrasts, some of the low-

vertical wavenumbers in the perturbation spectrum are better
retrieved by head waves than by pure reflections.

5 C ONCLUSIONS

We analysed the contributions of head waves, pure reflec-
tions and diving waves in two half-spaces, the shallow one
with a constant velocity and the deeper one with a constant
zero or positive velocity gradient in depth, to the recovery of
the spatial spectrum of a velocity inhomogeneity when using
full-waveform inversion. In the case of two constant-velocity
half-spaces, spatial vertical wavenumbers of a perturbation re-
stored by the head waves are lower than those for reflections.
Therefore, head waves can help full-waveform inversion to re-
construct the long-wavelength structure of the velocity model.

It also became apparent that the sensitivity of the full
wavefield does not depend on the parameters of the half-
spaces if the deeper one has a positive gradient. The ampli-
tudes of the ‘head waves’ are significantly boosted by ‘mul-
tiple’ diving waves, to the advantage of full-waveform inver-
sion in such models. In this case and with an infinite range
of sources and receivers, all energy will eventually return to
the receivers and the perturbation will be uniformly illumi-
nated from all directions. The lower the velocity contrast of
the deeper reflector, the larger is the relative contribution of
diving waves compared to pure reflections and head waves.
The same behaviour occurs for two constant-velocity half-
spaces with a unit reflection coefficient or infinite impedance
contrast. The lower the contrast at the interface between the
half-spaces, the larger is the contribution of the diving waves,
assuming the aperture of the acquisition is sufficiently large.
Finally, we note that acquisition effects were ignored and that
their impact needs to be investigated.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION O F DI V I N G WA V E S
TRAVELTIMES

We derive the traveltime for a ray passing through a homoge-
neous half-space and a medium with a linear velocity gradient,

Figure A1 The raypath of a diving wave in a velocity gradient is an
arc of the circle with its centre at the point z0 where the velocity
should be zero if it had the same gradient everywhere.

as sketched in Fig. A1. In the domain with the gradient, the ray
becomes a diving wave and returns back to the surface. The
derivation of the traveltimes for diving waves in the case of
a constant velocity gradient without a homogeneous overbur-
den can be found in the book of Červený (2001, p. 167–169).
In this medium, the rays are circles with their centres located
on the line where the velocity is zero. If v(z) = v1 + α(z − z1),
this happens at a depth z0 = z1 − v1/α. The radius R of the
circle is R = zmax − z0 = zmax − z1 + v1/α, with zmax the maxi-
mum depth reached by the ray. Let h be the offset, the distance
between the source and receiver and T the traveltime of a ray
connecting the two. Then h = 2(h0 + h1), as can be seen in the
figure, and T = 2(T0 + T1), with T0 the time spent by the ray
on the straight line between the source and the interface, or,
by symmetry, the interface and the receiver. The time spent on
the circle between the interface and the largest depth is T1. For
derivations, it is easier to express h(R) and T(R) as a function
of the radius R.

From the definition of z0 = z1 − v1/α and the geometric
relation z1 − z0 = Rcos β1, it follows that

Rcos β1 = v1/α, (A1)

With Snell’s law, v−1
0 cos β0 = v−1

1 cos β1, this leads to cos β0 =
v1/(αR). Then,

h0 = z1
cos β0

sin β0
= z1

v0
αR√

1 − (
v0
αR

)2
(A2)

and the traveltime in the shallower constant-velocity layer
becomes

T0 = z1

v0 cos β0
= z1

v0

√
1 − (

v0
αR

)2
. (A3)
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The geometric relation h1 = Rsin β1 together with equa-
tion (A1) provides

h1 = Rsin β1 =
√

R2 −
(v1

α

)2
. (A4)

Integration over the circle’s arc produces T1:

T1 =
∫ β1

0

R
V(β)

dβ = 1
α

arccosh(αR/v1). (A5)

Finally, we obtain

h = 2h√
(αR/v0)2 − 1

+ 2
v1

α

√
(αR/v1)2 − 1 (A6)

and

T = 2hαR

v2
0

√
(αR/v0)2 − 1

+ 2
α

arccosh(αR/v1). (A7)

Figure A1 shows a single diving wave, the arc in the
deeper part. If there is a velocity contrast, v1 �= v0, part of the
energy will be transmitted into the shallower layer and part
will be reflected back, starting a new arc of the same shape.
The corresponding traveltimes or these multiply reflected div-
ing waves are easily obtained by multiplying h1 and T1 by the
number of arcs in the deeper half-space.

The traveltimes of the diving wave, head wave and sin-
gle reflections are drawn in Fig. 5. It is obvious that for not
too large offsets the traveltimes are almost identical and it is
impossible to distinguish them at low frequencies.

APPENDIX B

SPATIAL SPEC T R A OF A PER T UR BA T ION
AND W AVEFIELD

Devaney (1984), Mora (1989) and Wu and Toksöz (1987)
derived the relation between the wavenumber spectra of a
perturbation and its scattered field. We will first review their
work and then extend it to our case.

We start with the Born approximation for the wavefield
scattered by a perturbation of the background velocity model.
If we consider a source, indexed by s, and a receiver, labelled
by g, at the same fixed depth, zs = zg, then the Born approx-
imation for the wavefield scattered by a perturbation defined
by δW(r) = δ(1/v2(r))

1/v2(r)
for a source at xs and a receiver at xg

provides

δu(xs, xg) =
∫

k2
0δW(r)G(rs ; r)G(rg; r)dr, (B1)

where k0 = ω/v0. G(xs, r) is the 2D Green’s function for the
background medium with a source at r and receiver at (xs, zs,g)
in the frequency domain.

receiver 

x 

(a)

z 

kx = k0
kz = -k0cos

perturba on 
(“image” source) 

receiver 

x 

z 

reflector 

kx = k0
kz = k0cos

(b)

Figure B1 (a) Backscattering of the direct wave produces an upgo-
ing wave in the direction of g+ towards the receiver. The scatterer
acts as an ‘image’ source (Mora 1989). (b) With a reflector, forward
scattering of the direct wave can be viewed as an ‘image’ source that
produces a downgoing wave in the direction g−, which reaches the
receiver after reflection.

Figure B2 The four regions inside the big circle correspond to four
different combinations of signs in equation (B10). These are defined
by K1 = s+ + g+, Kz = −γs − γg for 1; K2 = s+ + g−, Kz = −γs +
γg for C(kg); K3 = s− + g+, Kz = +γs − γg for C(ks ); K4 = s− + g−,
Kz = +γs + γg for C(ks )C(kg). We have assumed that |ks | ≤ |kg |.

We next perform a Fourier transformation in xs and xg

of the form

ũ(ks, kg) =
∫ ∫

ei(ks xs+kg xg )u(xs, xg)dxsdxg. (B2)
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Using the fact that∫
eiks xs G(rs ; r)dxs = eiks x

∫
eiks (xs−x)G(|rs − r|)dxs

= eiks xG̃(ks, r), (B3)

where G̃(ks, r) is a solution of the 1D Helmholtz equation (3),
the Born approximation becomes

δũ(ks, kg) =
∫

k2
0δW(r)G̃(ks, r)G̃(kg, r)dr. (B4)

For a simple background model with receivers and sources
placed in its homogeneous part, we obtain the following ex-
plicit expression (Mora 1989):

G̃(ks, r) = i
2

eiγs d+

γs
eis+·r + C(ks)

i
2

eiγs d−

γs
eis−·r, (B5)

with

C(ks) = 1 − b
1 + b

, b =

√
ω2

v2
1

− k2
s√

k2
0 − k2

s

, γs =
√

k2
0 − k2

s . (B6)

Here, d+ = zs,g − zc is the vertical distance between the source-
receiver line and the centre of the perturbation region or the
approximate vertical distance travelled by the direct ray from
the perturbation to the source-receiver line; see Fig. B1(a).
Likewise, d− = z1 − zc + zs,g − zc is the distance travelled by
a reflected ray from the perturbation centre to the source-
receiver line; see Fig. B1(b).

If the background medium is homogeneous, the Green
function is well-known. This is the first term in equation (B5).
The second term is related to all the waves that are coming
from the interface between the two half-spaces.

Replacing the Green’s functions in equation (B4) with
their analytical expressions, we arrive at

δũ(ks, kg) = −k2
0 f̃ ω(ks)
4γsγg

(
D(++)

∫
δW(r)ei(s++g+)·rdr

+ D(+−)C(kg)
∫

δW(r)ei(s++g−)·rdr

+ D(−+)C(ks)
∫

δW(r)ei(s−+g+)·rdr

+ D(−−)C(ks)C(kg)
∫

δW(r)ei(s−+g−)·rdr
)

. (B7)

The D(±±) coefficients represent phase shifts along the
wavepaths from the source-receiver line to the expected depth
of the inhomogeneity:

D(++) = eiγs d++iγgd+ , D(−−) = eiγs d−+iγgd− , (B8)

D(+−) = eiγs d++iγgd− , D(−+) = eiγs d−+iγgd+ .

Since their absolute values are equal to one, they will disap-
pear from the sensitivity as explained later on. Also, the factor
−k2

0 f̃ω(ks)/(4γsγg) was dropped, because it only contains ef-
fects related to the source.

We next present the procedure that allows us to ob-
tain explicit relations between points in the data spectrum,
δũ(ks, kg), and points in the spatial spectrum, δW̃(Kx, Kz),
of the perturbation. In principle, this relation is defined by
equations (14) and (15). Here, we provide more details. The
arguments of the function δW̃ in equation (14) are precisely
the points of the spatial spectrum of the perturbation related
to (ks, kg). There are four of them, according to equations
(16) and (17). When we try to invert this relation to find
(ks(K), kg(K)), we should assume that at least one of the four
equations (16), (17) is satisfied. All these equations have the
same projection on the x-axis,

ks + kg = Kx, (B9)

which should be satisfied whichever equation of the four is
satisfied. For the z-axis, there are four different projections,
which can be expressed by means of the integers m and n as

(−1)mγs + (−1)nγg = Kz, m, n ∈ {1, 2}. (B10)

Recall that γs,g =
√

k2
0 − k2

s,g. We can solve for ks and kg from
the expressions to obtain

ks = Kx

2
± Kz

2

√
4k2

0

K2
x + K2

z

− 1, (B11)

kg = Kx

2
∓ Kz

2

√
4k2

0

K2
x + K2

z

− 1. (B12)

Note that this implies that K2
x + K2

z ≤ (2k0)2. These formulas
define ks and kg up to their transposition, meaning that they
can be interchanged without changing the right-hand side of
equation (14). To obtain uniqueness, we impose |ks | ≤ |kg|.
The signs defined by the integers m and n can be determined
by finding the correct combination from equation (B10). The
four cases mentioned in equations (16) and (17) and the re-
lated sign choices defined by m and n are drawn in Fig. B2.
In this way, the computation of the sensitivity |∂(δũ)/∂(δW̃)|
is reduced to finding the reflection coefficients for various ks

and kg. For each choice of (Kx, Kz), only one region is in-
volved and therefore only one term of the expression for δũ

in equation (B7). Taking the absolute value then removes any
dependence on the D(±±) coefficients in equation (B8).

If the absolute value of both reflection coefficients equals
one, then we obtain a sensitivity equal to 1 everywhere. This
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happens in the case of a positive gradient in the deeper half-
space, which causes all energy to eventually return to the re-
ceiver line.

APPENDIX C

DECOMPOSITI ON OF T H E SC A T T E R ED
WAVEFIELD

Born approximation (13) provides the perturbation of the
whole wavefield. Here, we split this perturbation into head
waves and reflected waves using equation (7). If there were
no pure reflections, the wavefield for a point source in the
background medium could be found in the same way as in
Appendix B:

G̃noRefl(ks, r) = i
2

eiγs d+

γs
eis+·r + Chead(ks)

i
2

eiγs d−

γs
eis−·r. (C1)

Using this Green’s function in Born approximation (B4), we
obtain

δũnoRefl(ks, kg) =
∫

k2
0δW(r)G̃noRefl(ks, r)G̃noRefl(kg, r)dr (C2)

and arrive at an expression similar to equation (14):

δũnoRefl(ks, kg) ∼ δW̃(s+ + g+) (C3)

+ Chead(ks)δW̃(s+ + g−) + Chead(kg)δW̃(s− + g+)

+ Chead(ks)Chead(kg)δW̃(s− + g−).

The first term is the result of the direct wavefield being
backscattered by the perturbation in the upper half-space. The
remaining three terms are due to scattering by the same per-
turbation of the head waves generated by the deeper reflector.
The second term describes wave from the source that were
refracted and then scattered before arriving at the receiver.
The third term captures waves that started at the source, were
then scattered, refracted and returned to the receiver. The last
term, the smallest, represents head waves scattered into head
waves by the perturbation. This justifies equation (18). Similar
arguments lead to equation (19).

Finally, we would like to point out that in the wavenum-
ber representation, the notion of head waves propagating hor-
izontally (in the lower half-space) or in a direction defined by
the critical angle (in the upper half-space) is not apparent,
since we use a decomposition into harmonic plane waves. The
contribution of the head waves in this decomposition is given
by

uhead(xs, r) =
∫

Chead(ks)
i
2

eiγs d−

γs
eis−·re−iks xs dks . (C4)

The integral involves a range of wavenumbers ks that
have non-zero Chead(ks). As a result, neither s± nor
g± are fixed, although Figs 2 and 7 may suggest
otherwise.
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